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Capital in the Twenty-First Century: by Thomas Piketty | Summary & Analysis A Smarter You In 15
Minutesâ€¦ What is your time worth? Economics inequality, uneven concentration of wealth, and
prospects of economic growth will stay amongst the top of the worldâ€™s issues list of all time.
Modernization of economic growth as well as more even spread of knowledge have played a great
role in minimizing inequalities at least to a lesser extent than what Karl Marx has predicted.
However, the tendency of returns on capital to exceed economic growth rate still aids to the creation
of significant inequality. Brilliantly added with empirical data and not just arguments, â€œCapital in
the Twenty First Centuryâ€• provides a comparative historical research on income inequality that is
definitive, fresh, and enlightening. A major work on inequalities throughout economic history,
â€œCapital in the Twenty First Centuryâ€• uncovers major economic and social patterns, providing
answers through a vast collection of data to supplement the already provided clear guiding theories.
This book is extraordinarily ambitious and rigor, aiming to reorient the readerâ€™s understanding of
the history of economy. Further, the readers will be confronted by awakening economic lessons in
todayâ€™s modern life. It is monumental and influential especially with regard to making an
economic analysis. Written by a renowned French economist, Thomas Piketty, â€œCapital in the
Twenty First Centuryâ€• is one of the most important books of the year, if not of the decade. It
compares history and its relevance in the modern day society. Detailed overview of the book Most
valuable lessons and information Key Takeaways and Analysis â€¨Take action today and grab this
best selling book for a limited time discount of only $6.99! Written by Elite Summaries Please
note: This is a detailed summary and analysis of the book and not the original book. keyword:
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Well synthesized and detailed explanation of issues. Several useful commentary adequate for
general reader and highlighted important items raise the comprehension of the title. Highly
recommended for anyone those who like to read about and want to understand economy and
politic.

I am not certain progresive tax rate is the best way to eliminate inequality, just because I am not
sure that tax would ever be passed by goverment. Inequality was always there and it will always be
present, just in times of great turmoils it will shift to someone else. THe great 20-80 will always be
with us.

Although this is a definitely interesting read it does not give a definite answers to most important
questions. But what makes this great is that it is a good basis to continue research and theoriesing
in this field.

Great book but a real challenge. The summary gets to the point without the voluminous data to
support the observations and conclusionsGet bothThe critique is good but obviously biased in spite
of effort to be objective

This book solved some of mine misconceptions about this subject. It really pays of to read this one.
Of course it dosent solve everything but its a good start.

This book offers a basic insight into capital distribution and movement in todays time. Nicely written
and explained. Well done.
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